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Tran Van Dinh To Speak
On Rollins Campus Dec. 6
Tran Van Dinh, Washington
Bureau Chief for the Saign Post
and former Ambassador of Viet
Nam to the United States, will
speak on Tuesday, December 6 at
8:30 p.m. in the Annie Russell
Theater. The lecture is sponsored
by the Educational Entertainment
Committee of the Rollins Student
Center.

Rollins students attend a formal dinner i n Kingston, Jamaica
during recent study group tour organized by Center for Practical
Politics.

His topic will be "Strategy and
Tactics of the Communists in
Southeast Asia." Van Dinh will
discuss the war in Viet Nam and
the U.S. commitments in Viet
Nam and Southeast Asia.
A noted author, Mr. Van Dinh
has just completed a book on
American - Vietnamese relations
which will be published in June.
Few observers of contemporary
Asia have the depth of knowledge
Van Dinh has acquired in his
studies and personal experience.
Born in the Imperial city of Hue,
he was educated at Quoc Hoc College and Hanoi University. Van
Dinh joined the guerilla movement against the Japanese in
World War H and from 1945 to
1947 was a Brigadier General and
Chief of Staff with the Vietnamese Liberation Army in Vientiane (Laos).

Press Attache for the Vietnamese
Embassy in Bangkok in 1951. Van
Dinh remained at this post until
1956, and served his country in
various diplomatic posts from
1956 to 1960.
He became a cabinet officer in
the Vietnanmese government in
1960 as Director of General Information and was named Counselor in the Republic of Viet
Nam's Washington embassy in

'Uncle Vanya To Open
Fred Stone Play Season

The Fred Stone Theatre will
open its season on Monday, December 5th at 8:30 p.m. with a
classic of dramatic literature,
UNCLE VANYA. Writting in
1899). Anton Chehov, the author,
intentionally made his plays undramatic. As he said, "Let the
things that happen on stage be as
complex and yet as simple as they
are in life. For instance, people
are having a meal at the table,
just having a meal, but at the
same time their happiness is being created, or their lives are being smashed up."
He joined the English-language
The play will be performed in
newspaper Liberty in Bangkok,
the
round, and a complete new
Thailand in 1948 and became

Rollins Group Studies
Government In Jamaica
By JOSIE BIDGOOD

Loaded down with suitcases,
cameras, and other parapheralia,
the Advanced Study Group from
the Center of Practical Politics
boarded a PanAm jet with Dr.
Paul Douglas, Mrs. Clarice Yarbrough, and Mr. Ron Butler for
four days of intensive government study in Jamaica. Arriving
in Kingston Wednesday evening,
the group immediately went to
the Terra Nova Hotel where they
were hosts of a dinner party
given in honor of Sir Clifford
Campbell, the Governor General
of Jamaica. During the course of
the evening, each guest spoke informally on random subjects
selected by Dr. Douglass. In making his comments about the
United States, Sir Clifford described it as the "bulwark of
3eace forcing back the bounds
tf communism in the Western
hemisphere." He also credited
he vigilance of the U.S. as beng the determing factor which
ias prevented a third World War.
After an early morning meeting
"th the Gleaner newspaper staff
'here they were briefed on Jalaican history as well as current
ohtical, social, and economic isJes
, the Rollins group spent the
^winder of Thursday morning
lth
the Hon. G. S. Ranglin, Minter Without Portfolio. Minister
an
glin informed the group parcularly on the progress made in
e
past five years by the conning political party, the Jaai
ca Labor Party, since the
untry received her independce in 1961.

Clarice Yarbrough, manager of
the Rollins Bookstore, discussed
the advancements made in the
field of learning with the Minister of Education. Miss Johnna
Brand, who is planning to become
a cultural attach'e, delved into the
lore and symbolism of Jamaican
culture in her interview with the
Minister of Development and Welfare. Tourism, trade and political
parties were investigated with the
associated ministers by Mr. Bill
Snyder, Mr. Ron Butler, and Miss
Josie Bidgood, respectively.

Thursday evening the Rollins
group entertained the Gleaner
staff with a dinner party at the
Myrtle Bank Hotel. Filled with
new impressions and opinions
concerning Jamaican and U.S.
government, the topic of conversation ranged from the reasons
for Jamaica's withdrawal from
the Federation of the West Indies
to the questionable validity of the
Warren Commission Report.
Friday the students were received at King's House by the
Governor General. During their
visit, Sir Clifford voiced some of
his aspirations for Jamacia's future, particularly in the areas of
educations and birth control. For
the remainder of the day the students were entertained by officials of Alcan Jamaica Ltd. Following a luncheon at the country
club, they were taken on an extensive tour of the bauxite mines
where they observed a demonstration of the process which converts bauxite.
In evaluation of the s t u d y
week, the students, although interested in various fields of govDu
ring the afternoon the in- ernment work, agreed that their
•idual members discussed dif- observations of Jamaica's people
'e"t aspects of Jamaican life and politics had not only given
[
h the appropriate ministers. them a new understanding of
• Gustavo Obregon and Mr. and respect for the rapidly de^rt Glass interviewed the veloping Jamaican nation, but
"Jster of External Affairs, also a keener insight into and
>ecially questioning him on the appreciation of our own governzure of certain passports of is- ment and its efforts to lead the
1(
1 citizens returning from trips free world through the oppressother Carribean countries. Mrs. ing "isms" of the day.

1961. Appointed Charge-d' Affairs in 1963, he served as Ambassador to the United States afte rthe resignation of Tran Van
Chong, Madame Nhu's father.
The lecture is primarily for the
benefit of the student body, but
a limited number of seats will be
available to the general public
Following the lecture, an informal reception will be held in
the Alumni House.

seating arrangement is being
built for this purpose. Theatretype seats, instead of the usual
canvas-backed chairs are being
provided.
Robert Juergens, Director of
the nnie Russell Theatre will direct UNCLE VANYA, whose cast
includes, Bill McNulty, Ray Edwards, Rick Camp, Patrick Molloy, Penny Odell, Nancy Butler,
Vida Hull and Beverly Blackmore.
Student tickets will be distributed in the Beanery during
lunch and dinner as usual. Student night is Monday, December
5th.

Plans Accepted For Construction
Of Charles DuBois Health Center
R. L. Rumpf Jr. Contractors of
Orlando submitted the lowest of
seven bids — $98,993 — Thursday on construction of the
Charles A. DuBois Health Center
at Rollins.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. DuBois
of Cincinnati and Palm Beach,
whose daughter Carol is a junior
at Rollins, donated $83,000 to the
College for construction of the
Center. The gift was announced
by President Hugh F. McKean at
the Founder's Week Dinner last
February.
Six other contractors bid on the
Center, which will be constructed
at 570 Osceola Avenue and re-

place the existing dispensary on
Holt Avenue. The bids ranged
from the apparent low bid of
$98,993 by Rumpf to an apparent
high bid of $108,000.
The new health center will be
the future home of all Rollins
health services.
Facilities of the 4,400 squarefoot building will include four
treatment rooms, two consultation rooms, a laboratory, an
emergency hospital room with
access from a covered carport,
a physical therapy room and an
office for a nurse-receptionist.
The Mediterranean style of the
building, consistent with other

buildings on campus, was designed by John T. (Jack) Watson
of Reynolds, Smith & Hills, Architects and Engineers, of Orlando.
The Health Center's benefactor
is a native of Cincinnati and
President of the DuBois Chemical
Company, a Division of W. R.
Grace & Co. He is also a Board
member of the Grace firm.
DuBois was re-elected President of the Rollins College Parents Association at its annual
meeting last February. Under his
leadership, this organization raised $106,000 for the College during the first year of his presidency.

Bids were received Wednesday for the construction of the Charles A. DuBois Health Center.
The building will be located near the present site of Lingerlong.
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SPEAKS
Students Evaluate Professors
In the past few weeks the Student Association executive board has announced serveral important proposals
which, in the long run, will mold the Student Council
into new directions of leadership and influence. One of
the most significant of these proposals, as Bob Gustafson attempts to explain elsewhere in this issue, calls
for a student evaluation of professors.
A program of this type can be invaluable to a student in planning his program and, over time, will make
the college more responsive to student needs and desires.
At many colleges faculty members never have the
chance to determine what students think of a course.
For the many teachers who view publication and research as the keystones of the academic, this simply is
not important. But when the teacher lacks this feedback, or doesn't nderstand the need for it, the student
suffers.
What has been done at other colleges is to replace
casual student discussion about teaching by sophisticated questionnaires that allow a computer to diagnose
teaching ailments. The fundamentals of successful evaluation programs at such colleges as Harvard, University
of North Carolina, American University and Notre Dame
will be combined to develop a meaningful survey at
Rollins.
As we see it the intrinsic advantages of this evaluation will:
1. Provide a course guide to let students know what
type of courses they are enrolling in;
2. Give professors advice on how to improve their
teaching;
3. Allow the administration to evaluate the entire
college curriculum, and;
4. Furnish those responsible for administration of
Faculty Personnel with information on the
quality of the performance of individual members in the classroom.
This is a program which can, be of great value to
Rollins. We hope the students and faculty will give it the
support it deserves.
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Letters To The Editor
Editor:

I would like to acquaint the class of 1970 with a National Society which exists on this campus. The sole purpose of this society is the recognition of scholastic
achievement during the first year of college life. Mem-,
bership in this group — Phi Society — is limited to
those students who have during their freshman year
maintained at least a 10.00 overall average and are in
the upper 10% of their class. Eligible students will be
recognized at the Fall Convocation in their sophomore
year and then inducted into the society. Since only a
limited number of students may be chosen from each
class, selection is on a highly competitive basis. This is
an honor which can only be attained by hard work from
the very beginning of your college career.
There has been a Phi Society on the Rollins campus
since 1935, except for one break of about three years.
Those students who attain the necessary average for
membership in Phi Society are often the ones who go on
to other college honors and awards.
We of Phi Society would like to wish the very best
to you, the first class of the 'New Rollins,' and may you
all pursue your studies to the fullest degree. Welcome!
Twila Kirkland
Secretary of P h i Society
Dear Editor:

I read with great interest Miss Marion Simon's letter in the November 18th issue of the Sandspur.
It appears that Miss Simon has not fully grasped
the implications of Mr. Salpius' criticisms. It has been
America's greatest virtue that it can recieve foreign
criticisms and benefit from them. I felt that Mr. Salpius*
opinion of the American scholastic situation was most
accurate. American educators have been making the
same observations for many years. In fact, the entire
basis of the new curriculm here at Rollins is to cure the
American tendency of specialization, through education
on "the broadest level imaginable." The great Frenchman Alexis De Tocqueville (who incidently was here
only 9 months out of his life) made similar observations
with equal accuracy.
Mr. Salpius is indeed a guest in our country and his
opinions are most definitely welcomed, in the United
States. I don't feel that his opinions will help America
when he has returned to the University of Vienna. It
would be to our advantage to ascertain them while he
is here at Rollins.
Nor do I find any evidence that indicates Mr. Salpius' simplistic atitude towards our racial problems. He
found it hard to fathom the reasons for so much resentment.
I am truly sorry to note that if Miss Simon's attitude is an example of "the open-mindedness of the
American people," then we are not as open-minded as
we think. While Mr. Salpius is in our country I hope
we shall show him our true desire to profit from honest
criticism. In my view this is the basis of our democracy.
Steven Gordon
Dear Editor:

STAFF: Jock Mcintosh, Barbara Lawrence, Josie
Bidgood, Jack Ceccarelli, Mike Stone, Al Hollon,
Sue Skinner, Carole Conklin, Niente Ingersoll,
David King, Tom Sacha, Connie Griffin, Bill
Myers, Leslie White, Sandy Sulzycki, Bert Collier, George Kuta, Brian Smith, Bill McMunn,
Ferd Starbuck, Jane Santamaria, Julie Wolf,
Diane Grodnitzki, Jan Whiting, Linda Stauderman, Jane Blalock, Laura Barnes, Jay Wood, Ed
McNair, Bill Hartog, Carolee Kingan, Carter
Recer, Sue Glenn, Sunny Edwards, Rick Mello,
Barb Parsky, Bernard Jarman, Brian Baker, Sue
Probasco, Nancy Hopwood, Bob Shealor, Dorman
Barron, Larry Phillips.
Publiihtd weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, by The Winter Park Sun Herald. Publication office
— Student Center basement. Entered as second class matter Xmember 14, 1925, at the Post Office at Winter
P-rk, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879. Sub
serif Lion -price — S5.00 three terms.

Tom Sacha, the noted construction worker, was last
seen Thursday night of vacation trying to procure a
Crane for his next job.
Flash: Zippy's making advances. — He was actually seen holding hands with Marcy on campus during
vacation.
The Ft. Lauderdale Buchwoman: Dave King's answ.
er to superman.
Being a great believer in being active in civic affairs, Rollins coed Carole Conyers has found a sure fire
way of avoiding arrest.
Congratulations are in order to Chic Hawley for his
recent award-Keep it up, Chic.
DATELINE NASSAU
How to become a millionaire during Thanksgiving
vacation. For tips ask Blalock, Seelingson, or Richardson.
The elder statesmen Fisher and Edgar recently
boosted the Nassau economy but continued to upset the
U.S. gold outflow while vacationing over Thanksgiving.
Cindy Skiff is still recovering from a serious attack
of scorpions at Sanlando the Friday before vacation.
Elliot: The X-Club's answer to Alfie?
George Scarlett's gourmet skills have finally been
discovered. The Beanery Committee has asked his advice on tips for his delicious turkey dressing.
Special Grapevine Request: Ewing Philbin would
love to have Ann Moninger visit him at the hospital.
Even Charlie Chan couldn't find out who "Tom"
Chandler sneaks out with now and then.

I have a most pressing criticism to offer to the students, the faculty, and the administration concerning the
cleanliness of the utensils in Rose Skillman Hall. I am
not really a fanatic on cleanliness, but I feel qualified
to judge if a plate or spoon has been washed thoroughly. In my opinion, and in the opinion of other healthminded students, the utensils are not clean enough to
eat from. If the visible dirt is not removed, how can
anyone believe that the plates are free of most germs?
After all, most epidemics are caused by unsanitary conditions such as the condition present in the dining hall.
Now, I am not calling for complete reform in the
beanery. The food is not too good, but perhaps the budget is low. However there is an excuse. There is no excuse for the grime on the eating utensils. A little extra
soap, or a little extra concern for the welfare of the
students, could eliminate this problem.
President McKean may not eat in the beanery often;
but if he did, I am sure he would take steps to insure
the cleanliness that is of upmost importance in the preparation of food.
Phin P«««

These unfortunate students from Rollins are seen
in a candid shot on a mountain side while participating
in a Geology survey field trip in the wilds of central
Pennsylvania.
This opportunity was provided by a special Knowles
Science Nonachievement Award which allows students
that have not fulfilled their science requirements for
various reasons to ruin their summers going to summer
school.
Don't let this happen to you!

Question of the week: What noted faculty member
was engaged six times before he was married—Hintit's not Fleet Peeples.
Valerie finally joined the blow your lunch bunch!
Uncle Fred's favorite quote: "God has your soul,
but I've got your Ass!"
Lynn Hackney, show us your ear stand.
"Flowers for Ferd"
Alan Jenkins, campus Playboy, cut in on Mike Corbett recently by wining and dining Candy Wheeler.
The Biology department has decided that ten hours
a day is adequate for passing. This does not include the
five hours of lab or three hours in class a week.
Conklin: The golden girl in the golden robe-But
why at 3 o'clock in the morning in a parking lot?
Where else but in cloverleaf could girls sleep in
shorty pajamas with two fans on and the windows open
—and still broil in the month of December—so where
else can you spend $3,000 a year to live in a closet.
Hey Corbett, rumor has it that you're first in line at
Largo-Mar.
Rumor is that Nancy Rawls was extremely agressive to the pint of overwhelming her dates over vacation.
Finally Pinned: Lewis and Jenkins. Congratulations
on your perseverence, Bob?
Newest couple since Roy Rodgers and Dale Evans:
Trigger and Ed "Giddy Up" Seimer.
Judd Curtis once again proved he is still growing
up by throwing several people in the swimming pool
at Thompson's party in Boca Raton.
If you have problems that you would like to talk
over with someone who could give you sound advice,
contact Mary Grantham any time of the day or night at
647-9227.
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Executive Board Attacks Current Problems
Student Evaluation Of Faculty
To Improve Rollins Atmosphere
On November 18 and 19, eleven
delegates from Rollins attended
the annual state SUSGA Convention. This conference was highly
successful due to the efforts of
Angel Castillo, President of the
Student Bcdy at Stetson University.

Student Association plans for a student evaluation of professors
were discussed with the Faculty at a luncheon held yesterday in the
Presidents dining room.

Faculty Decisions
Handcuff Progress
By Carole Conklin, Secretary

In almost every aspect the Rollins student government is superior to the legislative system of
other Florida universities. Financially, judicially, and in the
range of matters on which it may
act, the Rollins Student Association is extermely powerful.
However, the impact of its legislation is too often lost as bills and
constitutional amendments enter
into the limbo of the FacultyAdministration Committee. Here
they will remain until this tenmember group decides to meet
again. Then, they may be approved and forwarded to the
Faculty as a whole, they may be
revised and returned to the Student Government for action on
these changes, or they may be
killed by the Faculty-Administration Committee at once.
The second above mentioned
alternative results in endless
amendments and lengthy waiting periods. The third allows a
situation to exist in which a few
may reject legislation that could
have been approved by the Faculty when voting as one body.
This term alone, three significant matters have been taken to
this Faculty-Administration Committee and have not yet been returned to the Legislatture with
the Faculty's final assent:
1. October 10, 1966. The Legislature passed an amendment to
the constitution concerning the
subpoena powers of the Lower
Court. After returning this piece
of legislation to the student
government in a highly revised
form, the Faculty-Administration
Committee has not yet reached a
final decision on the matter. It
has had seven weeks to act.
2. October 17, 1966. A constitutional amendment creating a
completely new system of Legislature apportionment was passed
unanimously by the student government. Six weeks have passed,
and the Faculty-Administration
Committee has not yet agreed on
the "proper wording." Therefore,
more than 350 new students still
have no voice and no vote in student affairs.

3. October 24, 1966. Bob Gustafson announced that the Faculty-Administration Committee, in
a completely reverse decision,
had approved the extension of upperclass women's hours from midnight to 1 a.m. on Friday nights.

Carole Conklin
This change has not yet been
made official.
The point is this. Every student
representative is vitally interested in passing meaningful and
pertinent legislation, and in putting that legislation into effect
immediately. Should there not be
an equal interest on the part of
the members of the Faculty-Administration Committee?

,\°

During the two-day convention
the Rollins delegation had the
opportunity to exchange ideas
and to compare programs with
ten other college and universities.
I feel that every school involved
was greatly pleased with the
topics of discussion which h a d
been chosen as focal points for
the conference. These topics were
centered on the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of
the student government.
I, along with Debbie W o o d ,
Carole Conklin, and Bill Blackburn, attended all of the Executive panel discussions. This group
dealt with everything from improved
educational
standards
throughout the South to professor evaluation systems carried
on by SUSGA member schools. It
was interesting to discover that
the majority of SUSGA schools
at the Stetson meeting had some
form of professor and/or course
evaluation which was administered and evaluated by the students
themselves. For example, t h e
University of Miami, the Univer
sity of Florida, Jacksonville University, and Stetson University
were only four of the m a n y
Florida schools currently utilizing such a system.
At Stetson the students, at the
end of a semester are sent forms
which give each student enrolled
in a course at the university the
opportunity to evaluate his professors' performance during that
term. This is a service to both
students and faculty, for the program is designed to evaluate each
professor as to whether or not
he has succeeded in conveying
those points which the course was
originally established to empha
size. This system of evaluation
has proved highly successful at
Stetson University. Therefore, I
feel that a similar system should
be established at Rollins College.
To achieve this, I have appointed
Debbie Wood and Carole Conklin
as co-chairmen of the professor
evaluation program. This system
will be dependent on interested
students who will be willing to
assist the Student Association on
this project.

Wed., Dec. 7th

MARK, FORE and STRIKE
301 Park Ave., No.
for
Music by "The Sounds of Tyme"
REFRESHMENTS

Wed., Dec. 7th

members of their committee, will
attempt to have these evaluation
forms in the hands of every Rollins student before the end of
this term. Each of you will be
able to fill them out and return
them prior to our Christmas vacation. We have also planned to
invite interested faculty members to a luncheon which t h e
Student Association will sponsor
as a means of informing o u r
professors of the benefits of
such an evaluation.
If this important program is
to succeed, you will serve as its
vehicle of success. We need your
help and interest in filling out
the forms quickly and returning
them promptly. Will you take
part in this program?

B o b Gustafson
Once this information has been
compiled and computed, the Student Association will then publish
the results in catalog form which
will be available to both students
and faculty at the Reseve Desk of
Mills Memorial Library.
Such an evaluation cannot fail
to be extremely beneficial in providing a revealing method of communication between students and
their professors. This has too long
been lacking at Rollins. B o t h
Carole and Debbie, as well as the

The actual Evaluation Program
Committee is NOT to be composed of members of the Legislature. Any student in any class
who is interested in working on
the professor evaluation project
will be able to serve. Perhaps
the Freshman will make up the
greatest number of committeemen, for they are exposed »to
the greatest number of professors. Please contact Carole Conklin, Box 246, or Debbie Wood,
Box 978.
We need you.
Sincerely,
Bob Gustafson
President,
Student Association

CHARGE ACCOUNTS FOR
ROLLINS STUDENTS
"We don't want all the business
Just yours" try ours.

WINTER PARK LAUNDRY
161 W. FAIRBANKS

WINTER PARK, FLA.

136 Park A v e . S., Winter Park

Vo
OPEN HOUSE
FOR
ALL ROLLINS STUDENTS

Vo

Our aim is to send out evaluation sheets which will be completed by each student. He will
rate each professor under whom
he has studied during this fall
term, 1966.

^

+$

Be as wise as the
Baby Owl by Cybis
at this special time of the year
and visit us with your Christmas list.
Here you will find are
exceptional selection of gifts.
No matter what you spend here
all gifts are wrapped free!
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Council Reorganization Plans Set
The need for improved communication, coordination, and cooperation among different student organizations, faculty comm i t t e e s and administrative
b ran c h e s has been revealed
through the ineffectiveness of
passed actions. Therefore, I feel
that it is time for the Rollins students to step forward and take
the initiative in striving to improve these areas of student organizations.
To accomplish this goal a reorganization committee has been
formed. This committee encompasses representatives from all
fields of student, faculty, and administrative activities. The members of the committee were
chosen to either directly or indirectly represent the following
groups: Student and faculty judicial system; the Publications
Union; the Rollins Student Center; The Inter Fraternity Council;
The Panhellenic Council; the Student Association; Chapel Committees; the different Service, Honorary, and Academic Organizations;
The Faculty; and the administration.
The Committee has established
the following goals for this reorganizational program.
(1) Coordinate the purpose of
all student activities through the
Student Legislature
(2) Remove the long period of
delay that is now required in
the transaction of student business between the faculty and the
students.
(3) Place more of the responsibility of student activities in
the hands of our student body.
The reorganization committee
is striving to obtain these goals
by revising many of our present
governmental procedures. The
committee has felt that the time
lapse and lack of communication
from the Faculty Administration

t^GIFTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding Invitations
Monogram Stationery
Greeting Cards
Tiffany Silver
Baccarat Crystal
Linens
China

345 Park Avenue, North
In PROCTOR CENTRE

Phone 644-1796

1
COLONIAL
DRUGS

Let me give an example: the
proposed reapportionment plan
that was passed by the legislature at the beginning of the fall
team which will finally appearbefore the faculty next week.
The result of this delay is that
one fourth of our student body,
the freshmen class, has not received just representation. This
and other similar problems will
be alleviated by creating a council
composed of students, faculty
members, and
administrators.
This council will have the power
of approval or rejection over important legislation. Furthermore
the students on the council would
be elected at large from the student body by a modified Hare
System. The President of the
council will be the president of
the Student Association. The initiation of governmental leglislation will be conducted by the

Committee, the Faculty, and
finally to the students through
their government has required
an unnecessary duration of time.

Bill B l a c k b u r n

Role Of Student Association Fees
Explained By Council Comptroller
As Comptroller I am taking
this opportunity to explain to you
just how this sector of student affairs is handled. Rollins students
are fortunate to be accorded the
freedom in financial affairs which
they hold. I have found that in
many institutions in Florida, Student Activity fees are managed
by the Administration. The distribution of funds is in itself a
powerful tool, one which can by
used to advantage or possibly
used unwisely. It is every Rollins
student's responsibility to see
that our financial affairs are
managed effectively and efficiently.

voucher form in duplicate, noting
the amount involved, to whom it
is to be paid, the group incurring
the expenditure, date, etc. This is
sent to the Administration Building where the check is written
and mailed. The accounts are
then adpusted accordingly and one
copy of the voucher goes into
records kept by the Purchasing
office, while the other is filed in
the Student Association office.
This proceedure protects the
funds from misuse, since very expenditure is checked by bodies
and remains permanently recorded.

Your Comptroller is elected
every spring along with the three
other members of the Executive
Board. He must meet several
qualifications in order to run for
this position: 1. An 8.00 or better average in 2 terms of accounting principles, 2. a letter of
recommendation from his accounting professor, 3. attendance
at a minimum of ten Student Association meetings, 4. an accumulative average of at least 7.00.

The second check that students
have on their funds is the Finance Committee. This four-man
team, appointed by the Executive
Board, includes the ex-officio
Comptroller, two members from
the Legislature, and two from the
student body at large, all of
whom profess some interest and
training in finance. They meet
once a month, or as often as
necessary, to go over monthly
budgets and salary requests or
to discuss the instituting of an
investigation of any irregularity
coming to their attention. They
may request and obtain the financial records of any campus
group receiving Student Association funds and may interview
any party involved. In other
words, the Finance Committee is
the student "watehdog," reporting pertinent findings regularly
to the Legislature.

Debbie Wood

the Comptroller and the Finance
Committee then compute a probable budget for the coming year.
This is presented to the legislature for their acceptance or repection, but may not come to a final
vote until the following Fall when
final income figures become available. Allocations then become
final and are distributed after
Following elections, the Com- this vote.
ptroller is trained by the outgoNow that the money has been
ing Comptroller for the ensuing
allocated,
it goes on to records
weeks. After a period of several
calculated
on the business maweeks, all groups receiving Stuchine
in
the Administration
dent Association funds must submit their budgets for the past Building and is noted in the Comyear and projected budgets for ptroller's set of books. Whenever
the coming academic year. The a group on campus receiving
Comptroller, aided by a four-man funds, (except for the Student
Finance Committee on which he Center which handles its own fisits as a ex-officio member, nances under the competent
studies and evaluates these re- guidence of its Comptroller, Ann
quests. Forming an expectation of Ondrey,) must pay a bill, it is
income based on projected enroll- sent to the Comptroller. The
ment figures for the coming year, Comptroller then completes a

Ramsdeirs Opticians
Prescriptions Filled

.

Len$es

Dop|icafed

A Large Selection of Domestic and Imported Frames
1191 Orange Ave.

WINTER

PARK

Midway 4-7781

in the New England Bldg.

One Block East —
1st National Bank
One Block West —
Langford
One Block North —
Morrisons
962 Miles South —
Red Lion. Pn.

House whose functions will be
somewhat
similiar
to
those
of our present legislature. The
principle change in the creation
of the House will be the removial of the executive board
from the legislative branch of our
government.
The final phase of reorganization will be the incorporation
and co-oridination of all student
groups, clubs etc. by the House.
This three fold proposal of improving student government is
being set up in cooperation with
the student judical revision committee and a faculty committee
on charter and constitutional revisions. The total picture of reorganization will be presented
to the Student Legislature for its
approval (upon completion of
this new and dynamic governmental concept) by the committee.

Christmas Gift Selections
Hand Engraving
See

J. Calvin May Jewelers
Winter
Park's
Oldest
In P R O C T O R C E N T R E
327 P a r k A v e n u e . N o r t h

As you have been informed,
recently the Student Association
voted to increase the Student Activities fee from the present
$50.00 per year to $55.00. This
sum is included in your tuition
bill and becomes the fund on
which your Student Association
functions. The increase in this
fee was made to provide a better
and more extensive service to the
students.
Now you know how your finances are handled . . . for the
students and, more importantly,
by the students. With your support we can continue to improve
and expand student activities, and
strive to attain maximum benefits
fo ryou.

Gaxterii
LUGGAGE CENTER

M I 4-9704

204 Park Avenue, North

WPRK Slates
Radio Talks

With Profs 1
"Rollins Readers," a new series
of philosophy discussions, interviews with visiting personalities
and reading by Rollins faculty
members, will begin Thursday
night from 9-9:30 p.m. on WPRK
91.5 on the FM radio dial.
Mark Frutchey, Director of the
radio station, said the format
change of the "Rollins Readers"
program is an effort to build still
another bridge between- the college and the community.
Listeners will sit in on w.
Wendell Stone's philosophy class
each Thursday evening from
November 24-December 15th. The
class is one in which Rollins
Roundtable method of teaching
is employed and the students informally discuss their views.
Tuesday evenings will include
readings by College professors
and interviews with college personnel and visiting personalities.
The Tuesday night schedule
from November 29 to December
20th is as follows: November 29"Quality," by John Galsworthy,
reading by Professor Charles S.
Mendell Jr., and interview with
Dr. John S. Ross, Chairman of
the Physics Department; December 6 — "Haircut," by Ring Lardner, reading by Professor Wilbur
Dorsett and interview with Dr.
Kiyoshi Murakawa, physicist from
the University of Tokyo's Institute of Space and Aeronautical
Science; December 13 — "Sculptor's Funeral," by Willa Cather,
reading by Professor Mendell and
December
15 — "The Story
Teller," by Munro, reading by
Professor Dorsett and "Epic in
Homespun," by Johnson, reading
by Professor Mendell.

Library Poll
Shows Choice
Of Magazines
A recent informal poll of Rollins College students revealed
that of the magazines they regularly read Time and Life were the
most popular. The poll, conducted by Mills Memorial Library in
connection with a magazine display, drew answers from fortyone men and twenty-three women,
Most respondents gave at least
three titles, but a few listed so
many that only the first four
were noted in the tally of statistics.
Other than the two leaders,
only Newsweek and .Saturday
Evening Post were read by any
signifigant number of both men
and women. The person's sex was
often the major factor in determining magazine reader interest.
The men's third choice was
Playboy and the fourth U.S. News.
The women indicated equal readership of Glamour and Mcall's.
Men's interests were further
shown by multiple votes f°r
National Review, New Republic/
and Sports Illustrated. The fewer
women responding resulted in
in votes of two each for a wide
variety of women's magazines and
of general interest ones such as
New Yorker and National Geographic.
This random sample does to'
dicate that Rollins College students are keeping up with the
news and that they are reading
many magazines. The number of
^
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New Check-Out System
Stops Losses In Library
By NIENTE INGERSOLL

Recently Mrs. Alice Hansen, Libarian of the Mills Memorial Library, sent the Rollins students
a notice concerning the new
check-out system, which went into
effect Monday, November 21.
Along with the new check out
desk at the front exit, an alarm
system was installed which prevents exit from other doors.
Though this new system will prevent the use of the two other upstairs exits, it will not effect the
use of those doors leading to the
patio.

Ann Ondrey, Pam Dixon, Sharon Rosewicz, Sue Probasco, and
Carole Conklin were recently honored by initiation into Libra.

It is unfortunate that Rollins
has to resort to such a system;
however, the number of books
missing at the end of each year is
abominable. This causes a great
loss to the Library, not only of
funds which could be put to better use, but of valuable books
which cannot be replaced. The
cost of this new system^which includes staffing the ^check-out
station, will save the college approximately one thousand dollars
each year.
The Library has partially completed an inventory which was
started in the summer of 1966.
This inventory, which includes a
period of only three years and
only 5 of the 11 classifications,
reported a total of 1,508 books
missing. This number will most
probably be more than doubled
at the completion of the inventory. Thus far in the complexed
classifications there are 82 missing in Languages, 279 in Sciences,
510 in Literature, 422 in History,
and 215 in Fiction. Such areas as
Sociology, Education and Art have
not yet been counted.
This inventory does not include the many missing periodicals which must be replaced in
order to complete the final
bound volumes which are kept in
the stacks. Nor does it include
the books that are collected from
campus buildings before they are
closed for the summer. In the
summer of 1966, 204 books were
returned (from the women's dormitories 59, including 4 reference
books, and from the men's dormitories 172, including 6 reference books, 11 bound periodicals,
and 7 books found in the trash
can at New Hall). This still is not
the accumulation of an entire
year for a preceeding holiday
pick-up yielded 250 books.
Rollins is only one of many
colleges and universities to use
the check-out system, as it seems
to be the only way to reduce the
library losses. On a campus of
barely over a thousand, however
these figures are outrageous and
seem to be due to a lack of in-,

Libra Recently Tapped
Leading Rollins Women
On November 2, 1966, the women's honorary fraternity welcomed into its membership six of
Rollins' outstanding women in an
impressive ceremony wherein the
existing members paraded to the
various dormitories on campus in
white dresses bearing lit candles
to tap their new honorees.
Libra is an honorary society
for Junior and Senior women at
Rollins College. The criteria for
selection is scholarship (9.0 accumulative average), leadership,
service, and character. A balance
of these is the most important
qualification for it is the essence
of a Libra member, as its symbol,
the scales of balance, expresses.
Balance is the one-word answer
for these women to a full and
generous college life. Though it
is difficult to combine high
grades with activities that run the
gamut from athletics to student
government and service plus
possess a characteristic integrity,
these women have done it by developing a keen sense of responsibility and a conviction that "the
more you have to do, the more
you can do."
Among those tapped were
Misses Virginia Mack, Ann Andrey, Carole Conklin, Pam Dixon,
Susan Probasco, and Sharon
Rosewicz. For a brief insight into
what makes a Libra woman, here
is a look at the new members.
Carole Conklin, serving as
secretary of the Student Associa
tion, President of the Florida
SFEA, and President of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, can be tabbed as
one whose cheerful laugh has resounded over Rollins with courage and honesty, rich in its
youthful zest.
Miss Mack, athletic director
who serves in many of the organizations on campus, is a person, in whom, for hundreds of
Rollins' students and faculty, is
represented the very heart and
spirit of our college.
Pam Dixon has combined exceljent scholarship and creative
Pagination to become one of the
featured women at Rollins. Pam
is art editor of the Flamingo,

lay out editor of the Sandspur, a
past runnerup in the Miss Rollins
contest, and social chairman for
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Ann Andrey graces all the campus with her bubbling laugh and
personality. Ann has devoted
most of her time to one of the
few organizations on the campus
which is all service and no glory
— the Student Center. She has
served on practically every committee in the Center and is now
comptroller for the Board of Directors. She also serves as Treasurer for Chi Omega Sorority.
Suzy Probasco exemplifies unselfish devotion to the college —
its life and its future; she is one
whose sympathy and interest are
quick to respond to any need.
Suzy has served for two years on
the Orientation Steering Committee; she is also secretary of the
Chapel Staff, member of Upper
Court, and Rush Chairman for
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Sharon Rozewich is a person
who accomplishes good deeds in
the goldenness of quiet and
modesty, Whose life here at Rollins has been spent in service for
others. Sharon is now President
of the House Council for Pi Beta
Phi sorority and Editor of the
Tomokan.
Those members already in
Libra include Mrs. Nina Dean, our
Faculty Advisor, Mrs. Florence
Linck; Miss Cynthia Eastwood;
Mrs. Helen Watson; Mrs. Hugh
McKean; Dutchy Bodenheimer,
president; Carol Ann Bagnell,
secretary; and Joy Klinkman.

For All Your Party Needs!
Fraternities And Sororities
Try Our DETICATESSEN
And BAKERY

FAIRWAY MARKETS
170 W. FAIRBANKS

tegrity rather than the absence of
such a system.
The one complaint that the
majority of students seem to have
with the Mills Memorial Library
is its lack of modern editions and
current information. Under these

circumstances the Library is
hardly at fault as the majority of
its funds are spent replacing
books "borrowed" without permission and then misplaced or
lost.

Music Dept. Schedules
Two Concerts By Pianists
Last week the Rollins College
Music Department made several
announcements concerning upcoming events. Ross Rosazza and
John Carter will perform a work
composed by Francis Poulene in
the Rollins Concert Series Sunday.
The popular baritone and pianist, who are celebrating their
17th year of performing as a duo,
will do a suite of Poulenc's songs
entitled "Le Bestiaire," his Prayer for Peace" and a satirical little
number called "Avant le Cinema."
In addition the program will
include the Beethoven song cycle,
"To the Distant Beloved," some
songs song by the late romantic
German composer Robert Franz
and some early American songs
transcribed by Aaron Copland.
They will repeat the program in
January at the Gibbes Gallery in
Charleston, S. C, in Georgetown,
S. C, the Norfolk (Va.) Museum
of Arts and in Suffolk, Va.

Another concert will be given
at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia, by
Thomas Brockman, a member of
the Rollins Faculty. Brockman
has a very interesting connection
with Washington and Lee.
It seems that a few weeks before his New York debut at Carnegie Hall in 1959, Brockman
gave a concert in W & L's famed
Lee Chapel under student sponsorship and it was such a success that it resulted in formation
of the Washington and Lee Concert Guild.
In the 16 years since, the Guild
has presented from three to five
concerts each season for university students. Although Brockman
has given several concerts in Lexington in the intervening years,
he has not played for the concert
guild he helped launch until this
week when once again he will
perform in Lee Chapel.

Let Us Help With Your
Holiday Shopping
W e Will S h i p On T h e D a t e Y o u S p e c i f i y :
C I T R U S F R U I T , Delicious I m p o r t e d a n d
D o m e s t i c Cookies a n d C a n d i e s .

FANNY FARMER CANDIES NOW AVAILABLE

THE SUGAR PLUM SH0PPE
Winter Park

331 Park A v e . , So.
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Rollins Coed Spends Year
At University Of Madrid
Margaret Curtis, Rollins sophomore and member of Pi Beta Phi,
is spending this year in Spain
studying at the University of Madrid. She is part of a group of students on a year abroad plan sponsored by the Associated Mid-Florida Colleges. The following is an
article Margaret has written describing her experiences thus far.
"It seems presumptuous to begin to write an article about
Spain when I realize how little I
know of that far-off land called
America. I left there August 18
with thirteen other students of
the Mid-Florida Associated Colleges for a year of study at the
University of Madrid. We spent
three merry-go-round days in
Paris and then boarded the train
for Spain.
What a shock to leave the yellow and green patchwork fields
of France and encounter the dry,
red landscape of Old Castille!
Life in the little sun-baked adobe
villages looks like an endless

TV, Pool,
Phones
Air Cond.
all Credit Cards

OASIS MOTEL
$5 Single
$1 Each Additional Person
Party Facilities Ideal
250 South Orlando Avenue
U.S. 17-92 in Winter Park

Phone 644-6099

cycle of sleep-eat-till the sterile
ground. Here in Madrid I live in
a near-downtown apartment with
a very nice couple and their maid
who takes care of all the laundry
and ironing — quite a boon to a
college girl.
We plunged into orientation
classes in September which were
more of a listening experience
than one of active participation,
and our ears began to grow accustomed to lectures in Spanish.
Also during this month we had
several interesting excursions.
The first was to El Escorial, the
palace and monastery built by
Felipe II, who is remembered as
the king who sent the Spanish
Armada against England. Standing in front of the imposing
courtyard, all the students began
to feel that history could be so
much more interesting now that
we could relate facts to places.
That same day we visited the
Valley of the Fallen, where
Franco has buried those who died
in Spain's civil war. The church
located there, which is to be
Franco's tomb eventually, is built
into the side of a mountain, on
the summit of which a huge cross
rises some 300 feet and dominates
the countryside. Seen from afar
it is quite impressive, but at the
foot of the mountain it is indescribably massive and breathtaking.
One afternoon our director, Dr.
Gerald Anderson from Stetson
University, took a small group
over the mountains to Segovia,
about sixty miles northwest of
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Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett
Welcome

you to —
Mm)

Harpers

Madrid. We ate lunch in the
clouds at the top of the pass surrounded by ski lodges that look
like pictures of Switzerland. We
all agreed that Spain could easily
be the true 'land of contrasts' as
we munched sandwiches while
looking at the beautiful trees and
thinking of the arid land directly
north of Madrid.
The first free weekend during
orientation, my roommate and I
went to Quintanar de la Orden, a
town of 10,000 about seventy
miles south of Madrid. What a
Ira Gordon, Norm Friedland, Fred Gittes, Bill Caler and Dei
contrast to the capital, which is
Hicks
were honored Wednesday by selection for ODK membership,
not unlike other large metropolitan areas. The little whitewashed
houses whose back walls join to
form the wall of the town, the
narrow streets, burro-drawn carts,
and the black mourning dresses
of most of the women presented
our first insight into a Spain that
tourists seldom see. Added to this
from Miami, and is a New Ha
The Rollins Apha Iota Circle of counselor, IFC Secretary, Spea]
were the stares of curiosity we received as foreigners, and particu- Omikron Delta Kappa tapped five ers Bureau member and Educ
larly as traveling girls. In vil- new members November 30: Bill tional Entertainment Chairma
lages of this size the only trip a Caler, Kappa Alpha; Norm Fried- for the Union.
teenage girl would normally make land, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Fred
Fred Gittes is president of th
would be to work the grape Gittes, Independent; Ira Gordon, Speakers Bureau, Independei
Independent and Dr. Fred Hicks, Men's representative to the Sti
fields.
dent Council, a New Hall com
The highlight of this trip was Dean of Men.
ODK is a national honorary selor and a member of Circle K.
a six-mile walk to tiny Toboso,
the legendary home of Don leadership fraternity represented
Senior Ira Gordon is a Rhode
Quixote's love, Dulcinea. The sur- throughout the United States at Scholarship nominee, a recip
rounding land of a Mancha is the 111 colleges and universities. ent of the Algernon Sydney Su
on livan Award, a Resident Adviso
site of Don Quixote's wanderings Membership is conferred
junior
and
senior
men
who
are
and imaginings. It would not be
and vice president of the Amen
hard to have visions of monsters voted on by the Rollins Circle can Institute of Physics Studen
in this seemingly endless stretch (provided potential member ful- Society.
of dry yellow rolling fields with fill the requirements of an elaDean Fred Hicks, after receiv
the short grass moving in the borate point system). Faculty ing his Ph.D. in the field of High
gentle breeze. At the mill of Don members are elected on the basis er Education from the Universit]
Quixote we refreshed ourselves of interest in their students and of Michigan in 1963, came to Rol
with water from an earthenware in the college, as exhibited within lins as Dean of Men in 1964
jug offered by a little brown the classroom and in extra-cur- While at Rollins Dr. Hicks ha;
ricular activities.
wrinkled man.
served as advisor to many campus
All five new ODK members student activities and has repre
If this is beginning to sound
like a travelogue, it is because have made notable contributions sented the student viewpoint or
that has been my chief diversion of leadership to Rollins. Bill many administration committees
thus far. I think I have adjusted Caler, a Senior Economics major
The Rollins Circle of ODK is
to all the daily customs that from Hobe Sound, has been ac- in charge of organizing the com
seemed so strange at first. Our tive as Comptoller of the Student petition for the ODK Rollins Cirexample is the living hours. I Association, Chapel staff presi- cle trophy, which is awarded each
couldn't belive that nearly every^ dent and fund drive chairman, spring to the men's social group
one in Spain, even in the heart of KA president and a varsity soc- with the best record of achieveMadrid's hustle and bustle, takes cer team member.
ment and leadership in the many
Norm Friedland is a junior aspects of campus life.
a mid-afternoon break from 1:30
to 4:30. The main meal of the
day is at 2:30 p.m. and supper is
served at 10:00.

ODK Honor Fraternity
Names 5 New Member

My very favorite Spanish custom concerns a man called the
sereno. Following an ancient
tradition he has the keys to all
the main doors of the apartment
buildings on his block. A person
who arrives home after the front
door is locked, about 10:00 p.m.,
can call the sereno by clapping
his hands. Soon one is able to
hear him running down the
street, tapping his long white
stick on the pavement to announce his approach. After he
opens the door and turns on the
light, he receives a tip of about
three cents.
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In And Around Rollins
Events At The Union
By HEDDA

HOPWOOD

With exuherance and exhaustion we can look forward to
another good week at Rollins, full
of interesting and
different
events. The Student Center Films
Committee has decided to reward
all the college film-goers by
showing two very special films
this weekend.- Stop by the Crummer Building tonight, December
2 at 7:00 and enjoy wonderfully
entertaining Peter Sellers in the
Hilarious British comedy, "The
Mouse that Roared." Sunday
night, December 4th, at 7:30, take
a two hour break and join the
French following at Bingham Hall
where the film will be "The Red
and the Black." This movie,
adopted from Stendahl's novel, is
always a success, no matter what
country is hosting it. Since Friday and Sunday have been planned, for your Saturday's excuse
for not studying, leap to the
Sandspur Bowl and watch our
nimble-footed Tars in their last

Soccer game of the season against
Miami.
As I mentioned before, Tran
Van Dinh will be the guest speaker at the Annie Russell Theatre
on December 6 at 8:30. It will be
very profitable and there is a
reception following in the Alumni
House. As we wander through the
week still full of turkey and other
holiday treats, we slowly wait for
the Christmas vacation. Enjoy
these weeks at Rollins until the
holiday . . . they may be your
last! So jump on your motorcycles and ride through the week
attending the Rollins opportunities, and appreciate your twowheeled vehicles as they may be
gone from sight as they slowly
roar into the sunset. . .
December 7, from 7-10 p.«ft
please come t o the bigg*'
blast Park Avenue will ever
see! M A R K , FORE & STRlK*
is the host to a* party, in the
store, w i t h a band and refreshments. Dancng and fun
for all Rollns Students, so
everyone come!
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Panhel Council States

Student Council Reports
By JACK MYERS
whn wm/pmher 28 IQfifi s t u d e n t
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der by President Bob Gustafson
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Bob Gustafson announced t h a t
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will
present
the rush
schedules
to the
legislature
at the
next
One concept which the dele- meeting. He also announced that
gates thought would be worth- there will be an athletic awards
while at Rollins was the Faculty presentation in the Union, B
Evaluation System. A committee period on Wednesday,
to evaluate the feasibility of this
There being no further busisystem will be headed by Carol ness the meeting was adjourned
Conklin and Debby Wood. Any at 9:30.

8:30 p.m.
Secretary Carol Conklin read
the minutes of the previous meeting and they were approved as
distributed.
Nancy Hopwood, chairman of
the Woman's Rules Committee,
announced that 1:00 closing
hours on Friday night for upperclass women will be considered at
the December 5, 1966 meeting of
the faculty. Bill Blackburn added
that the proposal for reapportionment will also be decided at that
meeting.
Craig Wandke announced that
new toasters have been put in the
beanery. Students are asked not
to stick their forks in the toasters because it short circuits the
toaster. Wandke was unable to offer a method of removing the
toast from the toaster. He also
said that even though the glasses
may appear dirty, they are quite
sanitary. The white scum is due
to a chemical reaction during
washing.
Carola Conklin, Bob Gustafson, Bill Blackburn, and Debbie Wood
The Traffic Committee reportcomprise the Student Association Executive Board.
ed that the parking problem on
campus will become more acute
with the addition of the Bush student who is interested in servScience Center and Enyart Field ing on this committee can send
House. The Committee is now their application to either coconsidering a four year phase chairman,
out of college parking. This phase
out would mean that next year,
Bob Gustafson asked that the
Winter Park Federal Savings
Sophomore would not be given Student Council allocate ten dol- and Loan Association has estabparking privileges on campus. ^ a r s l o a retirement fund for H. lished an annual $2,000 scholarThey would still be required to Martin, who has been instrument- ship for students in the new Roy
in
the
register with the school, but they a l
development of E. Crummer School of Finance
must park their cars off campus. S.U.S.G.A.
This
motion was and Business Administration gradThe next year this phase out P a s s e d unananimously.
uate program at Rollins College.
would also apply to Juniors and
the following year to Seniors.
Eventually, there would be no
student parking privileges on
campus.
at

Rules For Rush

By LESLIE WHITE
Panhell President

Some important decision have
been made by the Panhellenic
council in the past few weeks regarding our deferred rush rules,
and we think that the college and
especially the freshmen men and
women should be informed as to
these changes and their implications.
The Panhellenic council moved,
seconded, and passed a motion
stating that during the remaining
three weekends after Thanksgiving and before Christmas vacation freshmen women be allowed
to attend off-campus Fraternitysponsored functions. It should be
stressed that this is only the suspension of rule 4b and that all
other deferred rush rules remain
in effect.

this resolution is to relieve the
uncomfortableness that may come
about, for instance, if a freshman
woman realizes that she has been
invited to a big Christmas party
where a Rollins sorority woman
is
°r might be present. It should
be made clear however, that no
upperclassman planning such a
party should purposefully invite
freshmen women or vice versa,
unless the person invited is a
close family friend.

On the upcoming calendar o
Panhellenic events are two im
portant dates, December 11 an<
January 12. December 11 Pan
hellenic will hold its second an(
final all-sorority open house
from 1:00 to 5:35 in the after
noon. The system of rotatior
through the houses will be the
same as last time and the fresh
men women will be in the sanu
groups. The dress will be tes
The Panhellenic council also
dress and heels and you will gel
passed a resolution stating that
more details next week. Every
freshmen women be allowed to
one is heartily encouraged tc
attend parties during Christmas
come to this open house, one, be
vacation where Rollins sorority
cause it is a good way to meet s
women are present. The intent of lot of upperclass women and two
:
because it is your last chance before rush to visit all the houses.
During rush this year there will
not be enough time for you to go
to a party at every house, so do it
The first scholarship award now. Besides it is going to be a
will be made next summer to a lot of fun!
student enrolling in the Crummer
Program in the Fall of 1967. A January 12 through 15 put a
special committee composed of big red circle on your calendar
Crummer School faculty mem- now because that's formal rush
bers will select the recipient each for you freshmen women. It's
year.
your chance to hook up with one
R. C. Baker. President of Win- of the most fulfilling experiences
ter Park Federal Savings and this campus has to offer, Greek
Loan Association, said establish- Life!

Local Bank Plans Crummer
Student Scholarship Gift

AMFC Plans Exchange
Program In Winter Term

Scotty Green also announced
that the committee was evaluating the privelege of permitting
freshmen to park their cars off
campus as long as they had a six
point average. This proposal will
be presented to the faculty for
consideration in the near future,
Dean Hicks then asked the legislature to consider the banning
of all motorcycles on campus. His
suggestion was presented because
of some serious accidents involving motorcycles as well as complaints by the citizens and Police
Department of Winter Park.
Committee reports were followed by a complete report of the
S.U.S.G.A. Convention at Stetson.

The Association of Mid-Florida
College has announced
that
courses at Florida Presbyterian
College and at Stetson University
will be open to Rollins Students
during the winter term. Cornmencing January third, the program offers a chance for selected Rollins Students to spend a
term persuing a special interest
course at another college. Credit
for these courses will be accepted
*•
at Rollins
Students interested in enrolling in this exchange program are
required to have their faculty
advisor submit a letter of recomm e n d a t i o n to the college faculty
under which he will
member

ment of the Scholarship Fund
would bring about a closer relationship between the business
study
- T h e recommendation, plus community and the College.
a s t u d e n t s colle e
^ transcript is
"A program like this which will
then
. evaIuated to
determine
train outstanding students to aseli ih
g
^ }}^_
f ^ ^ f S™ !f™
Further information may be ob- sume positions of leadership in
tained from Dr. Griswold.
the Central Florida business,
Course offerings include:
banking and industrial community has been needed for a long
™- ^^^."EnSiTsh""D.£S:
ment. Requirements: Refer to pro
"The Crummer student will
ressor
graduate with a broad backThe writing* of wiiiiam Carlos g r o u n d f tnowiedgp anrt fj rs tWUHHIIIH, Professor

Requirements:

Peter Meinke. SAUUHU

please

professor.

Sclenre

and Religion,

refer

Men's R-CLUB
Is Selling Special Rate
Tickets To The

ORLANDO TENNIS TOURNAMENT
DECEMBER 8-11
ROD LAVER • PANCHO GONZALES
EARL BUCHOLTZ • NORM COPELAND

Regular $7.50 Series Ticket

will be sold for $3.00
On Sale From R-Club Members
Or In The Beanery

Kiiuwieuge

ana

Peter A. Pav, Department of Phi\.
„ ,
losophv. Requirements: Please re- SaVIT.gS and loan Operations,' he
fer to professor.

added.

The Impact of Gandhi in the Con-

T, •,,.

T, „ . j „

,

TT

.

~,

,»

temporary World. Professor Ted
Rollins P r e s i d e n t Hugh F . Mcj . Solomon, Department of Re- K e a n w h 0 is accepting t h e initial
r

'

°

to professor.
scholarship funds, said, "Just as
Uncial Integration In Southern t h e building housing t h e CrUHlSchools: Problem.* nnd Solutions, m e r School was made possible by
Professor Richard Bredenberg, De-

*A„„.C,,I

VnciroccmoTi

D. R. SMITH'S

BARBER SHOP
Two Master Barbers
to Serve You

OPEN 7:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.
328 SOUTH P A R K A V E N U E
Winter Park, Florida

iusi-

to h a n d experience, including a bett e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e opProfessor pr 0 r t u n i t i e s and SCOpe of federal

liprion. Requirements: Please refer

THE

ui

"WE CUT TO RE-CUT"

infm<

Justin

Acme

Boots
TEXAS HATS
Western Shirts
&

Belts

partment of Education. Require- a Successful businessman interments:
Open to any interested stu- ewill
in a
graduating
a student
who
s t e d be
future business
leader,
pected.
dent. A research paper is
c
Communist China's Hole in the
Family
of
Nations,
Professor
Tennyson Chang- Department of
Asian Studies. Requirements: Research depends primarily on published documents, manuscripts and
periodicals. A research paper is
expected. Open to all interested
students.

this annual scholarship will help
us train such a leader."

LUGGAGE CENTER

ItcIiKrion and Economics, Professor Douglas He-rema, Department
of Economics. Requirements: Open
to any interested student.

?04 Park Avenue, North
Winter Park

A Study of Iteerentlonnl and Athletic Injury. Professor Joe Lowe,
Departmnt of Physical Education.
Requirements: Open to any interested student.

THE SUB SHOP

Political Ilehavlor: Participation
and Social Clnss, Professor Anne
A. Murphy, Department of Political Science. Requirements: One
semester or more of Political Science. A conference with the professor about the focus of his
paner. Two hooks surveying the
fild are: Lane, Political Rife and
Rinbrath, Lester, Political Participation.

1234 Orange Ave.
Ph 647-8841

FREE DELIVERY
With $10 Order
All Types Of
Sandwiches
Open Mon 9-6
Tues. • Thurs. 9-8
Fri. 9-10 — Sat. 9-8

BOWER'S
701 W. Fairbanks Ave.
W I N T E R PARK, FLA.
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Tars Host Miami Saturday,
Try To Avenge First Defeat
Revenge will be the object
Saturday as Rollins' Florida Intercollegiate Conference champion
Tar booters host defending state
soccer champion University of
Miami at 2 p.m. on the Sandspur
Bowl in the season's finale for
both clubs.
Miami, which has beaten Rollins ten times in 11 meetings
since 1961, routed the Tars 9-2 in
Miami Oct. 15. Since that win in
their season opener, the Hurricanes have lost to St. Louis (9-0),
South Florida (3-1), Jacksonville
(4-3) and Florida Southern (4-0)
plus tying Florida Southern, 2-2.
Rollins last defeated Miami 2-1
Oct. 17, 1964.
Tar coaches Joe Justice _ and
Ernie Wraschek again plan to
stick with their "iron-clad eleven"
that has played virtually without
substitution since the loss to
Miami.

All-state inside Willie Flohr,
who scored 10 goals in the first
six Tar games, heads a sputtering
Rollins offense. In the Tars' last
two outings, a 5-1 loss to South
Florida and a scoreless tie with
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Institute, Rollins' forwards have
scored only once in 186 minutes
of action.
Inside Ricky Mello and wings
Pete Taylor and Robin Leech
round out the Tar offense.
Defensively, however, the Tars
seem to improve game by game.
Except for fourth quarter lapses
versus South Florida and Florida
Southern, Rollins has permitted
just seven goals in six contests
since losing to Miami.
Goalie Dick Myers, statistically
the best in the FIC, anchors the
defense, joining fullbacks Bob
Schabes, Ted Staley and Paul
Wright and halfbacks George

Tar goalie Dick Myers goes high in the air lo make
save during Rollins' scoreless tie with Embry-Riddle Nov.

21.

Thanks for your business . . .

BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPANY
ACROSS FROM COLONY THEATRE

"YOU ARE GOING TO ENJOY
llALFIE'VERYMUCir
11

If

—LIFE Magazine

....

..:•••;

PARAMOUNT PICTURES p r e s e n t s

(RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)

MICHAEL CAINE is A L F I E
MIUICENT MARTIN 'JULIA FOSTER • JANEASHER • SHIRLEY ANNE FIELD
VIVIEN MERCHANT' ELEANOR BRON • WITH SHELLEY WINTERSAS RUBY
TECHNICOLOR TECHNISCOPE" A LEWIS GILBERT PRODUCTION [ W » .

Yates, Chuck Gordon and John
Kirouac.
Center forward Jose Moraes
leads Miami in scoring with the
five goals he tallied against Rollins. He has been shutout since
that game.
Besides averaging the earlier
defeat, a victory Saturday would
give the 1966 edition of the Tar
booters more wins (6) than any
Rollins team since Rollins began
soccer competition in 1956. In
1957, 1960 and 1962 the Tars won
five matches.

Rollins Frosh
Show Fitness

Fullback Bob Schabes goes after a South Florida for.
ward Nov. 19. South Florida knocked off the Tars 5-1 Jo
More than 100 Rollins students remain, unbeaten and cop the State Championship.
took the AAPER Fitness Test for
College Men at the beginning of
Coach Harry Meisel's Physical
Fitness course this team and finished with a class average better than 57 per cent of all college students taking the exam.
Freshman Dick Morrison postFor the second straight year Montgomery was sixth in
ed the top total score with a 90%
Delta Chi's Chuck Thomas fin- scoring race in 1965.
average, but did not lead his
ished regular season with intraJumping from 10th place
classmates in any of the eight
mural football's individual scor- year to third this season was]
parts of the test.
ing crown, edging Sigma Nu's Teke center Ed McNair with 43
Daniel Brooks and Bernard JarCliff Montgomery by two points. points, followed by Chuck Olsen
man topped two categories each,
Teke quarterback Dave Bussler of Faculty-Grads (39), Dan Pince
sharing the 50-yard dash high
also repeated as league passing tick of TKE, Charles Schoene of
with 5.8 second jaunts, while
leader by a big margin over Bill the X Club and Tom Eaton of
Brooks did 20 pullups and JarJackson of Sigma Nu, while Mont- Sig Ep (37 each), Bussler (33),
man set a 9.0 second standard in
gomery shared the interception Don Leporini of the Freshman
the shuttle run.
lead with graduate Chuck Olesen (32) and Gary Dering of KA,
Other division leaders were
at five steals apiece.
Pedro Fonts of Lambda Chi and
Thomas McLaughlin and Tony
Tallying eight touchdowns and Jim Ackerman of the Faculty
Tremaine, 160 in the hand grip;
seven extra points in five games, Grads (31 apiece).
Gary Casselman, 10 feet, four
Thomas scored 55 points, 44 less
Besides Thomas, Montgomery
inches in the broad jump; Mike
than he registered in eight con- and McNair, only Bussler, sixth
McLaughlin, 260-foot
softball
tests last season, and two more in 1965 with 45 points, and Fonts,
throw; and Dodge Dorland, 1:32
than Montgomery chalked up on fourth with 51, are repeaters
in the 600-yard run. Thirty-three
eight TD's and five conversions. from last season.
men did a maximum 100 sit-ups.
In the passing department
Bussler tossed 21 touchdown

Chuck Thomas Wins
Grid Scoring Crown

Booters Fall To USF
5-1; Tie Embry-Riddle

Unbeaten University of South
Florida scored three fourth
period goals Nov. 19 to defeat
Rollins 5-1 and walk away with
the unofficial state championship.
Two days later the Tars took
a break from intercollegiate
soccer competition and battled
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Institute to a scoreless tie.
South Florida's Brahmans, now
8-0-1 on the season with wins
over every college in the state,
took a 1-0 lead with 4:33 left in
the first period as center forward
Helge Velde booted home wing
Pete Tumminia's cross pass.
Rollins checked the powerful
USF attack until inside Tim McEvoy converted a Tumminia pass
five minutes into the third period to put the Brahmans in front
2-0. Four and a half minutes later
Tar wing Pete Taylor took a pass
from Willie Flohr and dribbled
about 35 yards to cut the margin
in half.
South Florida opened the gap
to 3-1 less than two minutes after
the start of the final frame on a
shot by inside Denny Meyer and
before the quarter ended McEvoy tallied twice more for the
5-1 margin.
South Florida dominated the
game offensively, outshooting the
Tars 47-10. Rollins goalie Dick
Myers logged 14 saves, while
USF's Jerry Seifert picked up
only four.
Against Embry-Riddle Nov. 21

the Tar offense also stalled as Tar
forwards failed to connect on 30
shots through four 22-minute
quarters and two five-minute
overtimes.
Playing without center fullback Bob Schabes for three periods, the Tar defense blanked
Embry-Riddle on 30 shots. Myers
logged 15 saves, while Eagle
goalie John Martyn registered 16.
Embry-Riddle dominated the
first period, outshooting Rollins
11-4, but the Tars outshot EmbryRiddle 8-2 in the third frame.
Only in corner kicks, where
Embry-Riddle had a 14-3 edge,
were the two teams uneven.

Chuck Thomas
passes and 14 conversion aerials
to account for 140 points, 59 less
than in 1965. Jackson, third last
year, and Gordy Lynch of
Lambda
Chi, fifth a year ago,
In the first meeting between
trailed
Bussler
with 109 and 104
the two teams Rollins rallied for
points
each,
followed
by Scotty
a 2-2 deadlock. The Eagles have
Green
of
X
Club
and
Chris
Leedy
tied four matches, two each with'
of
the
Freshmen.
Rollins and St. Leo, in eight
Four players, Ackerman, Sandy
matches this season.
Duncan of Lambda Chi, Bob
Lewis of Sigma Nu and Schoene,
South Florida
1 O 1
picked off four passes apiece to
ltollliiM
O O 1 O—l
Scoring: USF—Velde (4:33 left 1st,
trail
Olsen and Montgomery.
assist Tumminia), McEvoy (15:41 3rd, assist Tumminia; 12:43
Team statistics revealed Z
4th assist Meyer; 9:54 4th),
League co-champion TKE as the
Meyer (19:46 4th, assist Yates).
Rollins—Taylor (11:11 3rd, a s best offensive unit for the secsist Flohr)
ond straight year, averaging 36-8
Goalies: USF—Seifert, 4 saves, 1>
goal.
points
per game compared with a
Kollins—Myers,
14 saves; 5
36.1 per game mark in 1965.
goals.
Defensively, A League leader
Rollins
O O O o o
O—0 Sigma Nu was tops, limiting opKmbrj-Riddle O O O O O
O 0
er
Goalies: Rollins—Myers, 15 saves, ponents to just 3.8 points P
no goals.
game, better than its 7.5 pP#
Kiddle—Martyn, 16 saves, no league leading mark a year ago.
goals.
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Cagers Open Against Union Tonight
Kicking off a 23-game schedule
with hopes of recording Rollins'
first winning basketball campaign
since the 1954-55 season the Tar
cagers meet Union (Tenn.) University at 7:30 p.m. in Lakeland
Friday in the opening round of
Florida Southern's ninth annual
Citrus Tournament.
Florida Southern, defending
Citrus champ, takes on Roanoke
(Va.) College at 9 p.m. in the
other first round game. Friday's
losers tangle at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, while the winners vie for
the tourney title at 9 p.m.
Coach Boyd Coffie's Tars, who
finished fourth in the tourney last
year, last won the Citrus crown
in 1959.
This weekend's games open an
eight-game pre-Christmas slate
that includes the Florida Intercollegiate Conference lid-lifter at
Tampa Wednesday night, home
matches with Florida Presbyterian, Georgia State and the University of the South Dec. 10, 13

RAlwi
o o y a

r «•
*"ome
and 14, plus the two-day Augusta
(Ga.) College Tournament Dec.
16-17.
Besides rematches with preholiday foes Tampa, Georgia

Rollins Basketball
H
32
10
22
50
30
12
40
52
14
20
44
54
24
42
34

State and Florida Presbyterian,
the Tars return from vacation to
meet FIC rivals Stetson and Florida Southern, Mercer, Augusta,
St. Leo, Erskine and a pair of new
colleges, Biscavne of Miami and
the Baptist College at Charleston.
Up to the Thanksgiving break
Coffie had settled on a lineup
which featured all four transfers,
Sterling Case and Mark Stewart
of Spartanburg (S.C.) Junior College, Rick Loghry of Burlington
(Iowa) Community College and
Donnie Smith of Orlando Junior
College, plus last season's number two scorer and rebounder Ed
Siemer.
After transferring from O.J.C.
last fall, Siemer honorable mention on the all-FIC squad with
averages of 15.1 points and 10.7
rebounds per_game. u n e l a n s a t

A
Player
P
13 x S t e r l i n g C a s e
G
11 *Bob C h a n d l e r (13.1)
G
21 *Ken H i l l (6.8)
G
53
Kim K r a m e r
C
31 x R i c k Lioghry
F
15
Mike McLaughlin
G
43
Dick M o r r i s o n
F
55
Jim Murphey
F
41 **Dave P e a r l m a n (7.0)
G
20 ***Tom S a c h a (6-2)
F
33 *Ed S i e m e r (15.1)
F
51 x D o n n i e S m i t h
C
23 x M a r k S t e w a r t
F
45
Frank Valenti
G
35
Rich W e s t f a l
G
x—Transfer
Figures
parentheses indicate

Ht.
5-11%
5-10
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-5
6-2
6-0
6-2
scoring

Yr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

overage

Hometown
D u n c a n , S. C.
Miami, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
M c L e a n , Va.
Burlington, la.
Tampa, Fla.
Burlington, la.
St. P e t e , F l a .
Louisville Ky.
St. P e t e , F l a .
Orlando, Fla.
Longwood, Fla.
G r e e n v i l l e , S.C.
Q u e e n s , N.Y.
N e w Y o r k , N.Y.
last

season.

— - 1 -~ i~* Tar

~~

least one meet at Rollins.
Skiing in the spring team will
include basic skiing for beginners, skiing safety, and show skiing similar to that at Cypress
Gardens, with many of the ski
team returning this year, Mr.
Hillier plans an even better team
than last year's second place
team.

Roster

Wt.
168
170
180
175
195
165
185
170
175
175
180
193
195
155
160

Bob Chandler (13.1 points per
game last season). Ken Hill (6 8),
Dave Pearlman (7.0) and Tom
Sacha (6.2). sophomore Jim Murphey and freshmen Kim Kramer,
Mike McLaughlin, Dick Morrison,
Frank Valenti and Rich Westfal
behind the starting quintet.
Although this year's version of
the Tar cagers appears deeper
and better offensively and defensively than the 1965-66 squad,
heisrht is still lacking.
Unlike nearly every opponent
on its schedule Rollins boasts on
6-6 plus giants to dominate the
boards. Smith, who broke all Siemer's rebounding records at
O.J.C, is the tallest Tar at 6-5,
followed by Murphey at 6-4.
Gone from last year's squad
are starters Millard Nixon and

X Clubbers Near
IM Tennis Title

>
'
fc

t

Intramural
Standings

Raise M o n e y

196647 Tar basketball captains Rick Loghry (I) and Ed Siemer.

Siemer, Rick Loghry
Named Cage Captains
Senior letterman Ed Siemer
and junior transfer Rick Loghry
have been chosen 1>y their teammates as co-captains of Rollins'
1966-67 baseketball squad.
Siemer, a 6-2 forward, was
coach Boyd Coffie's number two
soccer and rebounder last season with 15.1 points and 10.7 rebounds per game. A transfer
from Orlando Junior College,
Siemer was accorded honorable
mention on the all-FCI team in
1965-66.
High scorer on his high school
warn three years ago, Loghry
earned all-conference recognition^
before winning a berth on the
Burlington (Iowa) Community Colfege squad rated first among
junior colleges in the-nation last
year. The 6-3 guard averaged

about 12 points per game last
season.
Both players are listed as
starters for Friday's opener with
Union (Tenn.) "University in
Florida Southern's ninth annual
Citrus Tournament in Lakeland.

TRAVEL RITE
TOURS
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
1 BLOCK F R O M CAMPUS
171 West Fairbanks

Phi Mu Sorority from Rollins
College will collect gifts and donations to help the mentally ill
in Orange County at a "Project
Cheer" booth in the Winter Park
Mall.
"Project Cheer," sponsored by
the Mental Health Association of
Orange County, is an annual
Christmas project designed to
help finance t h e Association's
volunteer efforts on behalf of
the more than 10,000 mentally
ill with Christmas presents.
The booth will be staffed from
November 28 to December 7 and
will be open from 1-5 p.m. each
day.
The twenty-two Phi Mu kmerabers have been wrapping presents in their spare time at the
sorority house each evening.

AUTO RADIOS
SALES & SERVICE
L. A. DODSON, PRESIDENT

pincejge'

b y

8 6

m a r k e r s

-

Fa&KG)
F "rshall
X KAT)

2621 E. South St.

p

atty

26

4

56

11.2

15

3

33
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TAYLOR'S
PHARMACY
offers you

24-Hour
Prescription Service
with

4 Registered Pharmacists

This is a
Tiger Cat.
What b r e e d
of c a t
are you ?

also

Famous Brand Cosmetics
in WINTER PARK it's

TAYLOR'S
102 North Park Avenue

Phone 644-1025

STEREO
T^
PLAYERS

Confront a Tiger Cat with opportunity . . . the possibilities of a career
with no ceilings on earnings . . . and
he rips into it.
And opportunity is what life insurance sales and sales management is
all about. If you have initiative, imagination, and a fierce desire to get
ahead, find out about our Campus Internship Program. Fact: 22% of this
company's 50 top agents began learning and earning while still in college.
Check into it. You can find out more
by stopping by our campus office
today. Or phone us. Say: "Tiger Cat
calling." Or just "G-R-R-R-R."

FOR
CARS
JACK MARTIN
Central Florida Agency

PROVIDENT
M U T U A L ^ ^ LIFE
INSURANCE C O M P A N Y OF PHILADELPHIA

132 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando

Phone 647-4034
W. P. KUdcalf — Jun« Kr*m«nak

Hitting for a 28.5 average
throught five games, Kappa's Jane
Blalock maintains a huge lead
over teammate Wendy Overton in
girls' basketball scoring statistics.
Miss Blalock has hit for 142
NPJS on 69 field goals and four
Thomthrows to lead Miss Overton,
McNajhas 56 points and an 11.2

INTRAMURAL TENNIS
( T h r o u g h Nov. 28)
W L, P e t . Bhd.
X Club
29
1 .967
L a m b d a Chi
23 6 .794
KA
31 9 .775
~.J£
8= .667
W Ii Pet. P P
L a m b d a Chi 4 1 .800 177
X Club
4 1 .800 107
TKE
4 1 .800 184
Freshmen
2 3 .400 115
Indies
1 4 .200
26
( E a c h t e a m w o n one g a m e
forfeit)

DODSON
425-5713 & 4

Blalock Maintains
Scoring leadership

schoejiall of Theta is still third
an n o mark
> »ut has played
X Club blanked the Phi Delts iSssij
Lepor
three
games due to an in5-0 Nov. 21 to move a step closer
DerinJ
to the intramural tennis crown F o n t ^
wtih a 29-1 match slate.
Acke funding out the top ten scorA battle for second place is
jire Chi O's Sue White and
shaping up as Lambda Chi, 23-6,
r Grantham, Alpha Phi's
prepares to meet KA, 31-9, Dec. Bussjia Brodie and Shelly Crosby,
8 in a key match. Sigma Nu and Lyn^ma Phi's Margie
Fifer,
Delta Chi, 24-16 and 14-11, also Greep a ' s Tinkie Caler and Nona
figure in the finish with matches
pelman of the Indies.
SCOB3WG L E A D E R S
against Lambda Chi, w h i l e
(ThfOtigh Nov. 28)
another challenger, the Indies
PG F T T P Avg.
iock
(16-8) take on KA, Sigma Nu and LT K
aifKG)
69
4 142
28.5
Sigrjrton
Delta Chi.

•

rroTecr n o p e

Jane Blalock

Phone 241-1676
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Lambda Chi, TKE Climb In Playoffs
Lambda Chi and TKE each
posted easy victories this week
to advance to the second round
of intramural football Shaugnessey playoffs.
Lambda Chi, which knocked
off the Tekes 20-12 two weeks
ago, routed the Freshmen 48-27,
while TKE, tied with Lambda Chi
and X Club at 4-1, handed t h e
Clubbers a 38-19 set back.
The two meet Monday for Z
League berths in the final playoff series with the winner facing
the number two A League entry
and the losers tackling the A
League champ.
First round action in the A
League was delayed while KA
eliminated Sig Ep 17-15 and the
Phi Delts 33-6 for the right to
play unbeaten Sigma Nu Friday
in the playoff's first round. The
three teams closed the regular
season deadlocked for fourth
place.
ichout
The Faculty-Grads (4-1 cfss to
season) faced third place
Chi (3-1-1) Thursday, wit
victor set to duel the win
the Sigma Nu-KA match T
Final playoff action
next Thursday as the Z
leader faces the A Leagu
nersup. Friday the A Leagu
club takes on the Z League'
ber two team.
The championship gam
slated for Tuesday, Dec. 1
the Sandspur Bowl.

Tekes Advance, 38-1
Quarterback Dave Bussler I
for two touchdowns and passet

"Doc" O'Brien'l
Pharmacy
NEILL O'BRIEN, Reg. P h .
Serving Rollins Students
For 26 Years

Charge Accounts
Checks Cashed
on Park Avenue

Early in the fourth quarter to Lane Vosbury besides
Lambda Chi field general Gordy scoring aerials to Eaton.
Lynch intercepted a Bussler pass
at the TKE 38 and two plays later K A N i p s S i g E p 17-15
tossed to Bob Gustafson for a 23yard TD. Lynch's conversion pass
KA took an 11-0 lead i n the
to Gary Mercer boosted the lead second quarter Nov. 2, than hung
to 13-6.
on to nip Sig Ep 17-15 for the
After TKE surrendered the ball riglit to meet the Phi Delts for
on downs at its own nine with fourth place in the A League,
five minutes left, Lynch put t h e
A pair of safeties plus John
game away with a 14-yard sixpointer to Don Phillips. Phillips Bottomley's eight-yard pass to
kicked the extra point to give Harry Lester gave KA an ll-o
before
Lane Vosbury
Lambda Chi a 20-6 edge and bulge
gathered
in
a
scoring
pass from
make Bussler's 18-yard TD pass
to Ed McNair in the closing min- Pete Keyes to make the deficit
utes fruitless.
11-7 a t halftime.

KA's Crush Phi Delts
KA snapped a 6-6 first quarter
deadlock with 13 points in the
second period, then went on t o
the best in the FIC, anchors the took the AAPER Fitness i c „ _
rout Phi Delt 33-6 Tuesday for
defense, joining fullbacks Bob College Men at the beginning oi the right to meet Sigma Nu FriSchabes, Ted Staley and Paul Coach Harry Meisel's Physical
day in the first round of t h e
Wright and halfbacks George Fitness course this team and fin- Shaughnessey playoffs.
ished with a class average betSenior Gary Dering sent KA in
ter than 57 per cent of all col- front 6-0 by returning the openlege students taking the exam.
ing kickoff 60 yards for a touchFreshman Dick Morrison post- down, but Phi Delt battled right
ed the top total score with a 90%
back to tie when Tom Brooks
average, but did not lead his raced over from the two.
classmates in any of the eight
In the second period KA broke
parts of the test.
away as John Bottomley and Bill
Daniel Brooks and Bernard Jar- Caler intercepted Phi Delt passes
man topped two categories each, to set up a pair of scores. Dering
sharing the 50-yard dash high gathered in a two-yard toss from
with 5.8 second jaunts, while Bottomley to put KA ahead t o
Brooks did 20 pullups and Jar- stay 13-6, then Bottomley capped
man set a 9.0 second standard in a drive with a one-yard burst t o
the shuttle run.
paydirt to boost the gap to 19-6
Other division leaders were at halftime.
Thomas McLaughlin and Tony
After a scoreless third quarter,
Tremaine, 160 in the hand grip;
KA put the game out of reach on
Gary Casselman, 10 feet, four
touchdowns by Harry Lester and
inches in the broad jump; Mike
Guy Somers.
McLaughlin,
260-foot
softball
throw; and Dodge Dorland, 1:32
in the 600-yard run. Thirty-three
Eaton Leads Sig Ep
men did a maximum 100 sit-ups.
Junior Tom Eaton tallied three
iivo ui SMC u n b e a t e n ^0-12.
2222:::22
» ^ v F u u u Oy MCAfter
a
scoreless
first
half
touchdowns
Nov. 16 to lead Sig
Nair stopped X Club's initial secPedro Fonts put Lambda Chi on Ep to its first flag football win
ond half drive, Bussler connected
the scoreboard 6-0 with a 13-yard ever, a 26-0 victory over the Phi
with the TKE center for a 24-yard
interception return. TKE came Delts that threw fourth place in
TD to put TKE ahead to stay. The
right back to tie the score as the A League into a three-way
touchdown boosted McNair ahead
quarterback
Dave Bussler cul- tie.
of Delta Chi's Chuck Thomas in
minated
a
45-yard
march with a
John Newbold guided the Sig
the scoring race 56-55.
three-yard scamper to paydirt.
Ep attack with a touchdown pass
Both Bussler's touchdown runs
came in the fourth period.

Lambda Chi
Quarterback Gordy
Lynch
passed for six touchdowns and
scored another on a 47-yard r u n
Monday to lead Lambda Chi to
an easy 48-27 victory over the
Freshmen in the first round of
the Shaughnessey football playoffs.

Mr. Ken Shearer
» of Indialantic
was seen shopping
at
MARK, FORE & STRIKE
The Store for his new
Campus Casual Clothes
M, F & S is at
301 Park Ave., No.

MUSIC AND
RECORDS
For All Ages

1966 graduates Chuck Olsen
and Jim Ackerman scored two
touchdowns each Nov. 18 to lead
the Faculty-Grads to a 31-0 win
over KA.
The Faculty-Grads led just 60
in t h e first quarter, while KA
had two touchdowns called back,
and didn't pull away until they
scored 18 points in the final period.

Lady Netters
Down St. Pete
ST. PETERSBURG — Rollins'
women's tennis upended the St.
Petersburg Racquet Club 9-3 Nov.
19'to booost its record to 2-0 for
the season.
Juniors Kathy Blake and Guiliana Peterson, sopomores Mary
Ann Foniri and Wendy Overton
and freshmen Jane Butts and
Lucia Turnbull posted singles
wins, then teamed for a trio of
doubles victories.

In their opener the Tar girls
handed Florida State University
a 10-2 setback in Tallahassee.

It's Time
To Shop
For

BOOKS

Faculty-Grads Romp

Only Miss Foniri, who defeated Beth Bird, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1, was extended to three sets. Junior
Rheua Stakely went three sets before falling to Ericka Kisler,
while Nona Gandelman dropped
two straight sets to Sissy Honeycutt.

Phone Ml 7-1739

X ^

Early in the third quarter Bottomley capped a 70-yard march
with a 20-yard TD to Gary Dering,
but Sig Ep sliced the gap to two
points on another Keyes to Vosbury touchdown and a safety. A
55-yard TD from John Newbold
to Keyes was nullified by a penal
ty in the final minute.

~m M ••
m |
,
,.
erad Jim Ackerman steals pass from Sigma Nu's Cliff Montgomery

£ l £ i

Singles: Blake (R) d. Patty Reese,
8-6, 6-1; Overton (R) d. Janet
Tuille, 6-2, 6-1; Foniri (R) d. Beth
Bird, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1; Peterson (B)
d. Martha McMosters, 6-3, 6-0;
Honeycutt (S) d. Gandelman, 8-6,
6-4; B u t t s ( R ) d. Daisie Shaffer,
6-3, 6-3; Turnbull ( R ) d. Marlene
Furnell, 6-4 6-1; Kisler (S) d.
Stakley, 6-1, 1-6, 6-3.
Doubles: Overton-Blake (R) "•
Tuille-Bird, 6-0, 6-1; Foniri-Peterson ( R ) d. Reese-McMosters, 6-3.
6-4; B u t t s - T u r n b u l l (R) d. Shaffer-Honeycutt, 6-3, 6-1; FurnellKisler (S) d. Gandeiman-stakiey,
forfeit.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST RECORD DEPT.

AT

ff

Of Park Ave.
Winter Park
PHONE 6448077

Classical - Popular - Jazz - Soundtracks

*<J%JU&r&

• AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS

OF WINTER PARK
WINTER PARK MALL

• SONY TAPE R E A P E R S

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
P h o n e 647-3938

All R e c o r d s A t D i s c o u n t

LP'S & 45 RPM
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Water Skiiers
Get New Boss
The Rollins Ski Team is very
happy to have as their new coach
Ken Hillier. Hillier is the father
and coach of World Champion
Roland Hillier. Mr. Hillier is a
NAT Director and senior judge of
the American Water Ski Assoc,
and member of the Rules Committee. He has been teaching water
skiing since 1958 in addition to
designing and manufacturing water skis. He is the former president of the Winter Park-Orlando
Water Ski Club which students at
Rollins may belong.
Mr. Hillier brings with him his
Crosby Tournament Ski Boat
powered by two 160 H.P. Johnson
motors. This is exactly the same
boat as is used at the Inter-Colligate Ski Meet at Cypress Gardens. Mr. Hillier will be working
Members of the Rollins Waterski prepare for upcoming season.
Plush new equipment w i l l be added to the waterfront facilities
r to
closely
with
members
of
the
Rolthis y««
ovtHf the waterski team.
SCORING
lins Ski Team and he plans at
(Final, Regular Season)
TD PAT T P
least one meet at Rollins.
55
T h o m a s (DC)
8
Skiing in the spring team will
53
M o n t g o m e r y (SN)
8
43
McNair ( T K E )
7
include basic skiing for begin39
Olsen ( F - G )
6
ners, skiing safety, and show ski37
Pincetich ( T K E )
6
37
Schoene (X)
6
ing similar to that at Cypress
37
6
X Club blanked the Phi Delts E a t o n ( S P E )
Gardens, with many of the ski
33
5
5-0 Nov. 21 to move a step closer BL eups os lrei nr i ( T( FKr E. ) )
32
5
team returning this year, Mr.
31
5
to the intramural tennis crown D e r i n g ( K A )
31
F o n t s (LCA)
5
Wraschek "has the potential of Hillier plans an even better team wtih a 29-1 match slate.
By PETE McCUSKER
31
Ackerman (F-G)
5
an excellent goalie. Using his than last year's second place
A battle for second place is
Highlighting a highly success- height and fine reflexes to full team.
PASSING
(Final, Regular Season)
shaping up as Lambda Chi, 23-6,
ful season for Rollins College advantage, he is able to make up
TD P A T TP
prepares to meet KA, 31-9, Dec. B u s s l e r ( T K E )
soccer this fall, in which the team what he lacks in experience at his
21
14 140
1 109
18
8 in a key match. Sigma Nu and J a c k s o n (SN)
won the Florida Intercollegiate position."
8 104
Lynch (LCA)
16
Delta
Chi,
24-16
and
14-11,
also
3
69
Green (X)
11
Conference crown, their first
Fullbacks Ted Staley and Bob
8
68
L
e
e
d
y
(
F
r
.
)
10
figure
in
the
finish
with
matches
since 1960, was the play of the de- Schabes are also responsible for
against Lambda Chi, w h i l e
fense, goalie Dick Myers and full- the fine record of the Rollins
TEAM SCORING
another challenger, the Indies
(Final, Regular Season)
backs Bob Schabes and Ted team this year. Senior Ted Staley,
P F Avg. PA Avg.
(16-8) take on KA, Sigma Nu and T K E
Staley.
184 36.8
47
9.4
an X Clubber, has played a great
Delta
Chi.
L a m b d a Chi 177 35.4
70 14.0
In any sport the majority of deal of soccer for Rollins, and at
Sigma Nu
163 32.6
19
3.8
Fac-Grads
137 27.4
44
8.8
the publicity goes to the offen- a variety of positions. The three
Freshmen
115 16.4 224 32.0
sive men, the men who score the year letterman this year has done
X Club
107 31.0 114 22.8
D e l t a Chi
103 20.6
32
6.4
goals, get the hits, and catch the an outstanding job containing
Sig E p
65 13.0 145 29.0
passes. However, a great deal of some of the fine soccer players on
KA
43
8.6 138 27.6
Indies
26
6.5 154 38.5
credit is often due to the men on the Rollins schedule.
Phi Delts
26
5.2 159 31.8
who back up these players and
INTERCEPTIONS
INTRAMURAL TENNIS
Junior Bob Schabes, himself a
(Final, Regular Season)
( T h r o u g h Nov. 28)
hold the other team in check two year letterman at Rollins, is
Int.
TD
W L. P e t . B h d .
while the scoring is going on.
O
l
s
en ( F - G )
5
2
29 1 .967
X Club
in his third year at the fullback
M o n t g o m e r y (SN)
5
1
5%
23 6 .794
L a m b d a Chi
Junior Dick Myers, a first year position. Unlike Staley who playA c k e r m a n (LCA)
4
0
3
31 9 .775
KA
Duncan (LCA)
4
16 8 .667 10
man in the Rollins soccer team, ed soccer in St. Louis in high
Indies
L e w i s (SN)
4
0
24 16 .600 10
Sigma Nu
has improved steadily from game school and outside leagues before
Schoene (X)
4
0
14 11 .560 12%
D e l t a Chi
Sigma
Nu
receiver
loses
12
19
15
.559
Faculty
to game. His play against such coming to Rollins, Schabes had
20%
11
24
.314
T
K
E
Florida Intercollegiate Conference never played soccer until he ar- his head over football dur- F r e s h m e n
9 20 .310 19 y2
5 30 .143 26%
ing the Snakes' 6-6 tie with P h i D e l t s
opponents as Stetson and Florida rived here.
0 35 .000 3 1 %
Graduates
Delta
Chi.
Southern was outstanding, shutHis ability to pick up the game
ing out Stetson in one game and, and play the difficult fullback
over all, only allowing 3 goals in position is reflected in his start<$4e& 3fr*mZ <%a*ne*4i 3?Aof&, &mr.
the four games against these ing roll over the years and his
teams.
fine play in every game.
QUALITY FINISHING
"Myers," to quote Coach Ernie
Phone 644-2754
110 N. Park Ave.

X Clubbers Near
IM Tennis Title

Dick Myers, Fullbacks
Staley, Schabes Shine

Intramural
Standings

Why Not
Include These
Brand Names
In Your
Wardrobe?
Frosb QB Chris Leedy gets off pass despite Lambda
Chi rush. Lambda Chi dumped the Freshmen 48-27 to
?aiii the second playoff round.

Sigma Nu Takes
Ping Pong Crown
Sigma Nu blanked fourth
Place Lambda Chi 3-0 and upended Delta Chi 2-1 Nov. 16 to sew
U
P the intramural ping pong
crown.
Defending champion TKE played Lambda Chi Wednesday evening with the outcome determinln
g the next three positions in
the standings.

HARRIS LAUNDRY
And

DRY CLEANERS
Washette — 6 lbs.
90c Minimum
For on campus delivery
See your campus agent
BILL JACKSON
Sigma No House

HIS
Bass Weejuns
Florsheim Shoes
Puritan
Banlon Shirts
Wren LTD.
Arrow Shirts

HERS

Joyce
Bass Weejuns
California
Cobblers
U.S. Keds
Kedettes

LEVIS

WRENN'S
202 PARK AVE., S.
Ph. 647-0369

122 PARK AVE., N.
Ph. 647-3156

Come See Norm
Lose To Some
of The World's
Greatest Tennis
Stars At
The Orlando
Tennis Tournament

December 8-11
Get Your Special
Discount Tickets
From
R-Club Member

On Sale in The
Beanery Monday
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Kappas Near Fifth Basketball Championship
Defending champion Kappa
Kappa Gamma posted its sixth
straight win Tuesday to move one
game away from its fifth consecutive women's basketball title.
Chi O wrapped up its season
with a 7-1 mark, losing only a
23-18 squeaker to the Kappas for
a firm grip on second place.
Outcome of the league standings rests on twice-beaten Theta,
which was upset 18-17 by Phi Mu
Tuesday. Theta meets Kappa
Monday in the league finale and
an upset victory could drop the
Kappas into a tie with Chi 6.
An upset is unlikely, though,
since Theta has been without
team leader Patty Marshall, third
in the league with an 11.0-point
average, since the third contest
of the season.
In a battle for fourth place the
Indies knocked off upstart Alpha
Phi 34-20 the Monday before
Thanksgiving vacation. Nona Gandelman's Independents finished
the season with a 5-3 slate, a
game ahead of Alpha Phi, 4-4.
After losing its first four contests of the year, Phi Mu has
come to life as Kathy Andrews,
Lynn Darnall and Dianne Kaighin
have led their teammates to
three straight wins, including an
18-17 upset of Theta Tuesday,
plus 24-18 and 22-11 decisions
aver Pi Phi and Gamma Phi respectively.
Boasting a 3-4 record and a
•hance to tie Alpha Phi for fifth,
he Phi Mu's took on the Kappas
Thursday.
Gamma Phi (1-6) knocked off
vinless Pi Phi Monday to log its
'irst win of the season and set
he stage for a duel with the
Seanies (1-5) for the seventh spot.
*i Phi is last with no wins in
;even tries.

Kappa Batters Pi Phi
Jane Blalock and Wendy Overion tossed in 18 and 17 points
.respectively Tuesday to spark unbeaten Kappa to a 39-8 win over
?i Phi.
With Cindy Skiff leading the
attack with four markers, Pi Phi
wouldn't keep pace with the high>coring Kappas, falling behind
10-2 after the first quarter and
23-4 arears at halftime.

Theta took a 6-5 advantage at
the end of the first quarter, then
clung to the slim lead as Alice
Clement paced the attack with
six points. Cindy Skiff led Pi Phi
shooters with five counters.

White Leads Chi O
Sue White tossed in 26 points
Nov. 17 to spark her Chi O teammates to a 51-13 rout of the
Beanies.
With Lynn Bruch and Mary
Grantham contributing 12 and
nine markers each, Chi O roared
to a 27-1 halftime advantage before the Beanies could mount an
attack. Debbie Austin registered
10 points for the losers.

Chi O's Weather Indies
After surging to a 23-11 lead
through three quarters, Chi O
withstood a furious Indie charge
in the fourth period to close its
season with a 28-24 victory Nov.
18 .
Sue White, Lynn Bruch and
Mary Grantham tallied all but
one Chi O marker, hitting for 10,
nine and eight points each. Barb
Brummet paced the Indie attack
with seven tallies.

Phi Mu Wins First
Dianne Kaighin tossed in 11
points to lead Phi Mu by winless
Pi Phi 24-18 Nov. 21 for its first
win in five starts.

Phi Mu led all the way as
Kathy Andrews added
eight
points, while Barb Wells paced
Pi Phi with eight.
Insert Subhead

ing Gamma Phi 22-11 behind the
scoring of Kathy Andrews and
Lynn Darnall, who hit for 12 an(j
eight points respectively.
Gamma Phi led 5-2 after the

Gandelman Leads Indies fast quarter and 76 at haiftime
Nona Gandelman registered 21
points to spark the Indies to a
34-20 win over Alpha Phi and
fourth place in the girls' league
with 5-3 slate.
Shelly Crosby and Linda Barnes engineered the Alpha Phi attack with seven and six points
each.

Phi Mu's Post Third
Phi Mu racked up its third
straight win Wednesday, down-

as Margie Fifer threw in seven
points and Sandy Browning tallied four, but Phi Mu roared back
in the second half, out-scoring
Gamma Phi 1QA.

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
( T h r o u g h N o v . 28)
W L P e t . PF pi
Kappa
0 1.000
.875
Chi O
.833
Theta
.625
Indies
.430
Alpha Phi
.200
Beanies
.200
P h i Mu
.167
Gamma Phi
.000
Pi Phi

Sports hero loses girl to mild-mannered math major.
*m

DEAR REB:
•

^

,.::.»-::

I'm a big football star, and I've found a girl who suits me to a T. But
I've been blocked out of the play by a math major. He knows math
from A = Pi R2 to E = MC 2 . Now she says he's found the formula
for success with her. All he has to do is mutter "Coronet R/T," and
get thrown for a loss. Believe me, this is no equilateral triangle
that I'm in. Outside of telling me to bench myself, have you any
advice?
FALLEN STAR
DEAR FALLEN STAR:

Now's the time to plunge. Coronet R/T isn't his exclusive formula. Your nearby Dodge Dealer has it,
too. And it comes almost as easily as the cube root of
27. Then how can the girl of your dreams resist two
superstars . . . you and your Coronet R/T? From
there on out, your math major will be the victim of
diminishing returns. Huddle with your Dodge Dealer
now, and get your signals straight.

^^'W-

Phi Mu Topples Theta
Phi Mu jumped to a 16-9 halftime lead behind the shooting of
Kathy Andrews (9 points) and
Lynn Darnall (8), than hung on
to upset once-beaten Theta 18-17
Tuesday.
Alice Clement tallied eight
points and Heather Anthony
logged six as Theta roared back
from an 8-2 first quarter deficit
to the final, one-point margin.

Gamma Phi Wins 14-3
Margie Fifer and Cheryl Jones
bucketed eight and six points
each Monday to lead Gamma Phi
past winless Pi Phi 14-3 for its
first victory of the season.
Pi Phi took a 1-0 first quarter
advantage, but Gamma Phi rebounded to lead 2-1 at the half,
then widened the gap with sixpoint bursts in the final two periods. Marion Brewer hit for two
points to spark Pi Phi.

And why not? Look what you'll have going for you in your Dodge Coronet R/T, convertible
or two-door hardtop. All standard, too. 440-cubic-inch Magnum V8 engine. Dual exhausts.
Heavy-duty brakes and suspension. High-performance Red Streak tires. And exclusive R/T
grille and hood scoop design, full length paint stripes, and nameplates, front, rear and sides.
So get with your Dodge Dealer, and your problem will solve itself.
..
DODGE DIVISION tf fe C H R Y S L E R
VJ&

Thetas Edge Pi Phi
With leading scorer Patty Marshall still sidelined by an injury,
third place Theta edged winless
Pi Phi 15-11 Nov. 17.
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